The free product CR S i of an arbitrary family of disjoint completely simple semigroups fS i g i2I , within the variety CR of completely regular semigroups, is described by means of a theorem generalizing that of Ka dourek and Pol ak for free completely regular semigroups. A notable consequence of the description is that all maximal subgroups of CR S i are free, except for those in the factors S i themselves.
the factors themselves). One notable consequence is that the maximal subgroups of such a free product are always free groups, if disjoint from the original factors.
A slight simplication occurs for the free CR-product of groups. In particular, the word problem is solved for the free idempotent-generated completely regular semigroup (which is a free product of trivial groups) on a set X. This semigroup turns out to be isomorphic with the completely regular subsemigroup of FCR X generated by fx 0 : x 2 Xg.
The general problem, of describing arbitrary free CR-products, seems unassailable at present. See 7] for a review of the current state of a airs on free band products. The free product of completely simple semigroups within the variety of completely simple semigroups was described in 6]. Free products within some other \small" subvarieties, such as Cli ord semigroups and normal bands of groups are also not di cult to describe.
Free CR-products
A semigroup S is completely regular if it is a union of its maximal subgroups. For an element x of S; x ?1 and x 0 denote the inverse of x and the identity element, respectively, in the maximal subgroup H x . See 2, 5] for basic properties of such semigroups.
Throughout, U will denote the variety of unary semigroups (semigroups equipped with a unary operation x ! x ?1 ). The class CR of completely regular semigroups forms a (unary) subvariety of U, determined by the identities xx ?1 x = x; xx ?1 = x ?1 x; (x ?1 ) ?1 = x:
Let fS i g i2I be a family of disjoint completely regular semigroups; denote their free CR-product by CR In this section we construct CR S i as a quotient of a certain free unary semigroup, which must rst be described. For the moment, let fS i g i2I be any family of disjoint unary semigroups. Let X = i2I S i and let F be the free monoid on the set X f(; ) ?1 g. Then (see 3]) FU X is the smallest subsemigroup of F such that X FU X and (w) ?1 2 FU X whenever w 2 FU X (and then, of course, (w) ?1 is the \inverse" of w). Let Proof. That each word in FU X is -equivalent to such a word is easily established by an inductive argument, based on lengths of words; a simple con uence argument establishes uniqueness. 2
In the sequel we generally assume, without comment, that U consists of all such words in FU X , with appropriately modi ed multiplication and inversion. With this understanding we then refer to words, and their letters, in U. PROPOSITION 1.3 Let fS i g i2I be a family of disjoint completely regular semigroups.
De ne to be the congruence on U = FU X = generated by the pairs (u(u) ?1 u; u); (u(u) Since S i embeds in S; u = v.
(ii) It su ces to prove the result when v is obtained from u by an elementary transition. Let u 1 be the shortest initial segment of u with content that of u. In the notation above, u 1 = ay andû 1 =ây = u0y. In the free monoid F; u = u 1 u 2 for some u 2 .
Suppose u factors as pqr, in U, with p and/or q possibly 1; note that all matched pairs of parentheses lie within p; q or r. Let Proof.
(i) In view of the opening remarks of this section, this is a special case of Proposition 2.2. This result simpli es considerably when the factors are groups|see x5.
The proofs of the results in this section have followed closely those of Cli ord for free completely regular semigroups 1]. The author 7] has modi ed these techniques to obtain some properties of free products of bands, in the variety B of all bands. The di culties which arise when the factors are no longer completely simple are discussed in detail there. We conclude this section with an example to show that in that case Green's relations R and L are not determined in such a simple fashion.
Let S 1 be a trivial semigroup feg and let S 2 be a two-element semilattice ff; gg; f > g. In U; eg = efg ef(ef) ?1 efg = ef(ef) ?1 eg. Suppose we were to de ne u0 asâ, where a is the longest initial segment of u involving all the factors but one that appear in u, and de ne u as above. Then (eg)0 = e and (eg) = g; also (ef(ef) ?1 eg)0 = e and (ef(ef) ?1 eg) = f. Thus Lemma 3.1 would now fail.
A slightly less naive de nition for u0 would be asâ, with a the longest initial segment whose content is greater than that of u (using the general de nition of content in x2) and with u as before. In the given example, (eg)0 = e but (ef(ef) ?1 eg)0 = ef(ef) ?1 e. Since e and ef(ef) ?1 e have di erent contents they cannot be -related. So Lemma 3.1 again fails. Nevertheless, some positive results have been obtained for free band products 7] , leaving open the prospect of further progress for completely regular semigroups in general. 4 Coproducts of completely simple semigroups: the word problem
Let fS i g i2I be a family of disjoint completely simple semigroups; de ne U = U S i , recalling the remarks following Proposition 1.2; and let S = U= = CR S i , as in x1.
We where for each j; j 2 f1; ?1g; c(u j ) = c(u) ? fi j g for some i j 2 c(u) and e j and g j are idempotents of S 1 i j . The expression e j u j g j is to be regarded as a product in U (or in F); it is termed a link of u. (This term has a more general meaning here than as originally used in 9]). A link e j u j g j is interior if neither e j nor g j is 1. Let Link (u) be the set of interior links of u. It will be shown that Link (u) = fe j u j g j : 0 < j < kg and that e 0 u 0 g 0 and e k u k g k are, respectively, the left and right indicators of u. Proof of necessity.
Necessity of (i){(iii) follows from Theorem 3.3. From the de nition of , to prove (iv) it is only necessary to show that The proof may now be easily completed.
The proof of (b) above is by induction on the content. Suppose that (iv) holds for On the other hand, if some parenthesis was deleted from b 0 we may write u 0 = pĝ, where g begins with a left parenthesis and is an initial segment of some segment (e) ?1 of u. So u = p(e) ?1 f for some f 2 U 0 . Since, by hypothesis, c(e) 6 = c(u), and the right parenthesis ) ?1 is to the right of g 0 = u (see x3), it follows that the initial ( of g is to the right of (u0) , whence u 0 1 = hĝ for some h 2 U Now these arguments may be applied to W and repeated until (1) is achieved.
The rest of the proof proceeds inductively on the number of segments of u of the form (q) ?1 with c(q) = c(u). Note that all the words of the form f w f that appear in (1) or (2) have content c(u). By Theorem 3.3, therefore, each such (f w f) belongs to the subgroup H f of U= . Since fR(L(q))f also belongs to this group,
Suppose c(pq0) 6 = c(u). Then hpq0i q = 1(pq0) q (= 1u 0 g 0 ) and
since L(q) = q0q and R(L(q)) = R(q0q ) = R(pq0q ) = R(pq0)q .
Otherwise c(pq0) = c(u). Let pq0] = ( j f j r j h j ) 0 j `. By the inductive hypothesis,
Since c(q0) = c(r`), we have R(q0) = R(r`) and R(L(q)) = R(q0)q = R(r`)q .
proof of the lemma is completed. Proof. Let 
